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Summary
Gall-forming arthropods are highly specialized herbivores
that, in combination with their hosts, produce extended phenotypes with unique morphologies [1]. Many are economically important, and others have improved our understanding of ecology and adaptive radiation [2]. However, the
mechanisms that these arthropods use to induce plant galls
are poorly understood. We sequenced the genome of the
Hessian fly (Mayetiola destructor; Diptera: Cecidomyiidae),
a plant parasitic gall midge and a pest of wheat (Triticum
spp.), with the aim of identifying genic modifications that
contribute to its plant-parasitic lifestyle. Among several
adaptive modifications, we discovered an expansive reservoir of potential effector proteins. Nearly 5% of the 20,163
predicted gene models matched putative effector gene
transcripts present in the M. destructor larval salivary gland.
Another 466 putative effectors were discovered among the
genes that have no sequence similarities in other organisms.
The largest known arthropod gene family (family SSGP-71)
was also discovered within the effector reservoir. SSGP-71
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Figure 1. M. destructor and Its Damage to Wheat Seedlings
(A) Adult female depositing eggs on a wheat leaf. Females use chemo- and mechanoreceptors to identify and orient themselves on host plants for
oviposition.
(B–F) Light-microscopic images of living 2-day-old first-instar larvae attacking individual epidermal cells using syringe-like mandibles and salivary
secretions [14, 15]. a, antenna; b, supraesophageal ganglia; c, suboesophageal ganglia; fb, fat bodies; lm, labrum; m, mandible; mg, midgut; s, salivary
gland.
(B) After hatching, first-instar larvae move down the leaf and under the older leaves to attack the base of the seedling (bar, 0.5 mm).
(C) View through the transparent dorsal cuticle of the larval thorax (bar, 0.1 mm).
(D) A larva with its mouthparts attached to the leaf surface (bar, 10 mm).
(E) Larva with its mandibles extended (bar, 5 mm).
(F) The head of a larva (bar, 5 mm).
(G) Near-isogenic wheat seedlings 10 days after M. destructor infestation. The resistant seedling (R) has three leaves (1–3) and shows no visible symptoms of
M. destructor feeding. The susceptible seedling (S) has only two leaves and will grow no further. Note the position of the ligule of the first leaf on both plants
(arrows) and how the second leaf blade of the S plant fails to grow past this point.

proteins lack sequence homologies to other proteins, but
their structures resemble both ubiquitin E3 ligases in plants
and E3-ligase-mimicking effectors in plant pathogenic bacteria. SSGP-71 proteins and wheat Skp proteins interact
in vivo. Mutations in different SSGP-71 genes avoid the
effector-triggered immunity that is directed by the wheat
resistance genes H6 and H9. Results point to effectors as
the agents responsible for arthropod-induced plant gall
formation.
Results and Discussion
Recent investigations suggest that ‘‘effector’’ proteins, structurally undefined proteins that suppress host defense and
modulate host cell activities [3–6], are involved in the formation
of insect-induced plant galls [7–10]. Other investigations
have demonstrated that genomic sequencing can reveal the
effector repertoires of important plant parasites [11–13]. We
therefore sequenced the genome of the wheat-galling midge
Mayetiola destructor (Figure 1), to search for effectors and
other modifications that permit the insect to live as a gall-forming plant parasite. An inbred strain selected from the avirulent
Great Plains (GP) biotype was used for sequencing. Approximately 26 million reads (34-fold genome coverage) were

assembled with an existing fingerprinted contig (FPC)-based
contig map, consisting of end-sequenced M. destructor
bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) [16]. This allowed us
to position 59% of the genome sequence on the four
M. destructor polytene chromosomes. The final genome assembly (NCBI BioProject PRJNA45867) contains 153 Mb of
assembled contig sequence with a 14 kb contig N50 length,
across an extent of 186 Mb (including gaps between contigs)
and a 756 kb scaffold N50 length.
To assess the completeness of the assembly, we examined
the M. destructor genome using benchmarking sets of universal single-copy orthologs (BUSCOs). When genome assembly
is complete, BUSCOs from the appropriate phylogenetic clade
are found as single copies in the newly sequenced genome
[17]. Using the monarch butterfly, Danaus plexippus, as the
outgroup reference species, we compared the M. destructor
genome assembly to two species of Drosophila and two
mosquitoes. M. destructor has slightly more missing or duplicated BUSCOs than Drosophila melanogaster and Anopheles
gambiae, but fewer than Culex quinquefasciatus. In addition,
M. destructor BUSCO length recovery was similar to that of
the other dipteran genomes. We therefore concluded that
the M. destructor genome assembly was sufficiently robust
for further analysis.
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Figure 2. The Molecular Phylogeny and Orthology Homology Assignments of M. destructor
Genes were compared to four other dipterans, five species from other insect orders, and the crustacean outgroup, Daphnia pulex. The maximum-likelihood
species phylogeny computed from the concatenated alignment of single-copy orthologous protein-coding genes places M. destructor as a sister group to
the brachyceran Drosophilids; branch length units are in substitutions per site, and all nodes have bootstrap support values of 100%. The majority of the
M. destructor gene repertoire has identifiable orthologs or homologs in other arthropod species, but it also includes relatively large numbers of single-copy
genes (white; no-homology fraction) and gene families (light gray; self-homology fraction) that are unique to M. destructor. SSGP sequences (yellow and
orange fractions) compose 15% of these gene fractions. Intriguingly, of the other insects with large no- and self-homology fractions, both the pea aphid
and the parasitic wasp Nasonia are obligate parasites. Additional genes in Daphnia are suggested to be involved in environmental response. See also
Figures S1–S5.

E Chromosomes Are S Chromosome Copies
Like other gall midges, M. destructor has germline-limited ‘‘E
chromosomes’’ that are eliminated from the presumptive somatic cells during the early cleavage divisions of embryogenesis [8]. To test the hypothesis that E chromosomes are unlike
somatic (S) chromosomes in sequence, we sequenced
genomic DNA from female embryos collected before E chromosome elimination and compared the sequence with the
newly assembled genome (Figure S1). Mapping rates of
sequence reads derived before and after chromosome
elimination were not significantly different. Thus, the E
chromosomes appear to be additional copies of the four
M. destructor S chromosomes. Results of fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments using M. destructor
BAC clones as probes are consistent with this interpretation
(Figure S1). The mechanisms that maintain the structural integrity of the maternally inherited E chromosomes are unknown.
M. destructor Gene Phylogeny Groups Gall Midges with the
Brachycera
Automated annotation of the M. destructor genome assembly
using the MAKER2 pipeline [18], combined with expressed
sequence tag (EST) sequence data, generated 20,163 protein-coding gene models. Homologous and orthologous relationships of these genes with those from other sequenced
arthropods were assessed using the triangulated best-reciprocal-hit clustering approach of OrthoDB [17]. All analyses
were performed using OrthoDB6 (http://www.orthodb.org),
which includes 45 arthropod species. We found 1,255
universal single-copy orthologs across ten arthropod species
(Figure 2), which were used to compute a maximum-

likelihood phylogeny with RAxML [19]. Our analysis placed
M. destructor as a sister group to the Drosophilids (Figure 2).
Dipteran diversity is traditionally partitioned into two principal suborders: the Nematocera comprises mosquito-like
flies with long antennae, and the Brachycera contains stout
and faster-moving flies with short antennae [20]. The gall
midges, along with marsh flies, gnats, and other midges,
make up the nematoceran infraorder, Bibionomorpha. Therefore, the placement of M. destructor with the Drosophilids
(Brachycera) confirms the Nematocera to be a paraphyletic
group, consistent with previous analyses placing the Bibionomorpha as a sister group to the Brachycera [20]. Interestingly,
we did observe a fraction of rapidly evolving genes grouped
with mosquitoes or basal to both flies and mosquitoes (Figure S3). These genes are candidates for lifestyle adaptations
in the line leading to the gall midges.
Chemosensory Expansions and Contractions Suggest a
Focused Sensory Response
Dipteran adaptations may be observed as changes in
chemoreceptor repertoires [21]. In M. destructor, some basal
dipteran odorant receptor (OR) genes are absent, but the total
number of ORs (122) is twice the number in Drosophila and is
within the range of ORs found in mosquitoes [22]. Most (107) of
the ORs belong to two massively expanded M. destructorspecific lineages (Figure S3). Several of these have considerable sequence similarity, are clustered on chromosomes
with up to 11 tandem duplicates (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures and Document S2), and include positively
selected amino acid sites (Figure S3). The majority of these
are expressed in adults, and many show sex-specific
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expression [23]. These changes are most likely related to the
adult’s short lifespan (<36 hr), in which both mating, mediated
by extreme male attraction to a multi-component sex pheromone [24], and female host identification for oviposition must
be accomplished.
Neuropeptide genes, their G-protein-coupled receptors, and
opsins showed a notably different pattern of presence and
absence compared to other sequenced species (Figure S4
and the Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Document S2). Gustatory receptors (GRs) for carbon dioxide, sugar,
and bitter tastants were identified, but M. destructor appears to
have lost the capacity to perceive several unidentified tastants.
This contraction of the GR repertoire (only 28 GRs identified)
was notable, although it was not as radical as that of the honey
bee (Apis mellifera) [25] or the human body louse (Pediculus
humanus) [26]. Genic reduction was also found in the family
of ionotropic receptors (IRs), where only 39 genes were identified (Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Document
S2). Most of the conserved olfactory ‘‘antennal IRs’’ with olfactory function are present, whereas the number of ‘‘divergent
IRs’’ with putative roles in taste is greatly reduced in comparison to other Diptera [27]. Finally, 32 odorant-binding proteins
(OBPs) were identified (Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Document S2), again a comparatively low number
for a dipteran insect. As M. destructor adults do not feed and
larvae have no capability for host selection, a reduced role for
chemosensation is consistent with the general loss of chemoreceptors, in tandem with a contrasting expansion of those
receptors in critical roles.
Lateral Gene Transfer of Carbohydrate Metabolic Enzymes
Gall midges evolved from detritivores, and their current capacity as plant parasites might be due to the genes they have acquired from bacterial or fungal associates [8, 28]. M. destructor
also harbors a host of maternally transmitted bacteria [29]
whose genomes are evident in the assembly. We therefore
used a sequence homology-based pipeline [30] to look for
lateral gene transfer (LGT) events in the M. destructor genome.
Thirty candidate LGT events were identified (Figure S5). Most
of these involve carbohydrate metabolic enzymes, an observation that suggests that M. destructor acquired these genes
to better utilize plant carbohydrates. One candidate LGT has
strong identity to the YD toxin from bacteriophage APSE-3
(Figure S5). Strains of the aphid bacterium Hamiltonella
defensa harbor bacteriophage containing these loci to protect
their hosts from parasitoid attack [31].
A Large Fraction of the Genome Contains an Effector
Reservoir
To identify genes encoding M. destructor effectors, we
focused on two features commonly observed among these
proteins in eukaryotes [11–13]: N-terminal signal peptides
(SPs) and evidence of rapid evolution, e.g., an absence of
sequence similarities with other organisms, multiple gene
copies, and high rates of amino acid variability. Given the
manner in which the insect attacks its host (Figure 1), we also
looked for first-instar larval expression. These features were
previously observed among first-instar salivary gland transcripts that encode secreted salivary gland proteins (SSGPs)
[32, 33]. Here we sought to reveal the genomic organization
of all SSGPs, provide physical evidence of protein secretion,
and reveal the limits of the complete effector repertoire. We
also sought to identify structural motifs that point to effector
mode of action and effectors that trigger resistance in wheat.

Compared to most sequenced insect genomes (Figure 2),
M. destructor has a large fraction of genes (34%) lacking homologs in other organisms. Within this fraction, 919 SSGPs had a
perfect match with a MAKER2 gene model; 284 were in the single-copy ‘‘no-homology’’ fraction, and 635 were in the multicopy ‘‘self-homology-only’’ fraction of M. destructor genes
(Document S2). Many of the genes in the latter category are tandem duplications in short chromosomal regions that display
the effects of diversifying selection, in which the regions encoding the mature proteins have as little as 25% similarity
[33]. Taken together, these observations suggest that the fraction of genes unique to M. destructor contains a large reservoir
of effector encoding sequences. To test this possibility, we
used a computational pipeline for effector gene identification
modeled after the one used to identify effectors in the aphid
Myzus persicae [10]. The pipeline uses the SignalP v3.0 program [34] to predict the presence of signal peptides in the
amino acid sequences encoded in genes expressed in firstinstar larvae. It identified 466 putative effectors in the no-homology fraction (Table S1). Combined, these putative effectors
represent over 7% of the genes in the M. destructor genome.
Because presence at the site of action is evidence of effector
biology, we used mass spectrometry to identify proteins
at first-instar larval feeding sites, and several SSGPs were
identified (Figure S6).
The Largest SSGP Family Encodes F-Box-LRR
E3-Ligase-Mimicking Proteins
We next concentrated our analysis on the multi-gene family
(SSGP-71) that had the greatest representation in our proteomic analysis. We found 426 SSGP-71 members (Document S2)
that fit MAKER2 gene models, making it the largest arthropod
gene family yet identified. Motifs in these proteins (described
below) placed 59 SSGP-71 proteins within the ‘‘orthologyto-other-arthropods’’ fraction. The remaining 366 SSGP-71
genes reside in the self-only fraction. Like most other SSGP
genes, the majority of SSGP-71 genes are composed of two
exons, the first encoding the SP and the second the mature
protein. SSGP-71 members usually encode longer proteins
than other SSGP genes and, unlike other SSGPs, are relatively
well dispersed throughout the genome, often in triplets. We
found 50 SSGP-71 genes on chromosome A1, 30 on A2, 60
on X1, and 137 on X2 (the remaining 148 are on scaffolds
that have yet to be assigned to chromosomes). Telomeric
scaffold X2.16 has the greatest number of copies (69) and
the greatest SSGP-71 gene density (29.5 copies/Mb). Another
telomeric scaffold (X1.1) had both the second-largest copy
number (31) and the second-largest gene density (7.7
copies/Mb).
Protein alignments combined with structural analyses [35]
indicate that SSGP-71 mature proteins contain a cyclin-like F
box domain near the N terminus and a series of leucine-rich repeats (LRRs) (Figures 3 and S7). Variability among SSGP-71
members results from amino acid substitutions, insertions
and deletions, the presence or absence of the F box, and the
number of LRRs. We found 419 SSGP-71 genes encoding an
SP and 357 encoding an F box. A majority of SSGP-71 genes
(293) encode an SP, an F box, and 13 LRRs. Not surprisingly,
greater sequence similarity was typically observed among
copies in close proximity; for example, 23 of the 31 SSGP-71
copies on scaffold X1.1 lack an F box.
F box domains are commonly associated with LRRs,
and both domains mediate protein-protein interactions in a
variety of contexts [37]. Drosophila and mosquito genomes
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Figure 3. Predicted Structures of Proteins Encoded by SSGP-71 Family Genes
(A) Organization of the typical SSGP-71 protein (SP, signal peptide; FB, F box; LRR, leucine-rich repeat). The LRRs are colored according to the sequence of
L residues: blue, LLxxLxxxLxxLxL; orange, Lx(1–3)LxxLxxLxL; pink, Lx(3–5)LxxxLxxxxxLxxLxL; purple, LxxLx(2–3)LxxL (where ‘‘L’’ indicates leucine, valine,
isoleucine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and methionine and ‘‘x’’ indicates any amino acid).
(B) Logo showing the consensus sequence of the SSGP-71 F box based on the alignment of 270 predicted proteins. Above the logo, correspondence of the
consensus residue with conserved F box amino acid residues is indicated, where ‘‘a’’ indicates >40%, ‘‘b’’ indicates 20%–40%, ‘‘c’’ indicates 15%–20%, and
‘‘d’’ indicates 10%–15% conservation [36].
(C) Yeast two-hybrid interaction between Mdes005073-RA constructs (bait) and wheat SKP6 (TaSKP6) on nonselective (SD/-L-T) and selective (Sd/-L/-T/-H)
media. SSGP-71-142 (Mdes013725-RA) construct containing the F box (FB) had a positive interaction with TaSKP6. A negative interaction was observed
when the F box was removed (DFB) and in the absence of TaSKP (ADD).
(D) Logo showing the consensus sequence of the seventh LLR based on the alignment of 323 predicted proteins. Predicted secondary structures above the
F box and LRR consensus sequences are indicated, where the orange bars represent alpha helices and the green arrow represents a beta sheet.
See also Figure S6 and Table S1.

contain w25 F-box-LRR-encoding genes [37]. None of these
encode an SP. Plant genomes contain over 700 F-box-LRRencoding genes [38], but these also lack SPs. In plants, the
proteins facilitate the transfer of ubiquitin to target proteins
destined for degradation in the proteasome. They play essential roles in hormonal signaling, plant development, and plant
immunity. The F box interacts with Skp1-like proteins, a
component of the Skp-Cullin-F-box-E3-ubiquitin-RING-ligase
complex that targets proteins for degradation. The LRR
domain gives the complex target specificity. As with the Fbox-LRR E3-ligase-mimicking effectors that have evolved in
bacterial plant pathogens [3, 39, 40], we suspect that SSGP71 proteins are a novel class of F-box-LRR mimics that enable
the insect to hijack the plant proteasome in order to directly
produce nutritive tissue and additionally defeat basal plant immunity and stunt plant growth. In support of this hypothesis,
we note that first-instar larval feeding increases both Skp
and ubiquitin expression in susceptible wheat [41] and that a
direct protein-protein interaction between F-box-containing

SSGP-71 proteins and wheat Skp proteins is observed in vivo
(Figures 3C and S7).
M. destructor Virulence Mutations Are Associated with
SSGP-71 Genes
Effectors evolve to give the parasite an advantage over its
host. However, effectors can also expose the parasite to plant
defense mechanisms [4]. Plant resistance (R) genes encode
proteins that survey plant cells for the presence of specific
effectors. These proteins elicit effector-triggered immunity
(ETI) when their cognate effector is perceived. Thus, when
the parasite attacks a plant carrying an R gene, the cognate
effector is a liability, and selection favors the effector’s loss
or modification. Identifying the mutations associated with
these modifications is the classical approach to effector discovery. We took this approach to search for further evidence
that SSGP-71 proteins are effectors.
Wheat R genes named Hessian fly resistance genes 6 and 9
(H6 and H9) elicit ETI that is lethal to ‘‘avirulent’’ M. destructor
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Figure 4. An SSGP-71 Gene Is Responsible for H9-Directed ETI
(A) Physical map of a 160-kb segment of the HF genome scaffold X1.1 (black horizontal line; units are Mb). A sequence of HF BAC clones (blue arrows) was
used to fill gaps (gray spaces on the black line) in the scaffold sequence. Exons encoded in the sequence are shown as gray (forward strand) and green
(reverse strand) boxes above the map. Red asterisks indicate the positions of SSGP-71 genes. Below the map, the number of individuals in structured
(Lab) and association mapping (Asc) populations that were recombinant for H9 virulence and avirulence and polymorphisms within the sequence are shown.
(B) Amino acid alignment of the two H9 cognate effector candidate SSGP-71 genes (1 and 2; Mdes001118-RA and Mdes015365-RA) showing their SPs (red
oval), the alignment of nine LRRs (orange and pink boxes colored as in Figure 3A), and the positions of predicted alpha helices (boxed with solid lines) and
beta sheets (boxed with dashed lines). H9-virulence-associated mutations in H9 cognate effector candidate 2 (Mdes015365-RA) are indicated with asterisks
(base substitutions) and a number sign (frame shift). H9-virulence-associated mutations were absent in candidate 1.
(C) FISH showing the positions of three X1.1 bacterial artificial chromosomes (blue fluorescence, HF13J3; red fuorescence, CL18D20; green fluorescence,
CL19E22) near the telomere on the short arm of chromosome X1. The position of the centromere (white arrow) is indicated.
(D) Predicted (Phyre2) three-dimensional conformation of SSGP-71 gene 2 showing the helices and sheets characteristic of LRR proteins.
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larvae. ‘‘Virulent’’ genotypes that defeat H6- and H9-directed
ETI have recessive mutations in different effector-encoding
genes. These mutations allow the insects to survive on otherwise resistant plants. We found that mutations associated with
H6 virulence in four independent structured mapping populations reside within a 300-kb fragment on scaffold X2.12
(Figure S7). Two SSGP-71 genes, both encoding an F box
and 13 LRRs, are the only SP-encoding genes residing within
this segment. The expression of one of the two genes
(Mdes009086-RA) is lost in H6-virulent larvae, indicating that
Mdes009086-RA is the H6 cognate effector.
Mapping the mutations associated with H9 virulence
provided further evidence that SSGP-71 genes are effectors.
Using two independent structured mapping populations and
four independent field populations, we mapped H9 virulence
within a 20-kb segment on scaffold X1.1 (Figure 4). The only
genes within this segment are SSGP-71 genes (H9 cognate
effector candidates 1 and 2). Like some bacterial E3-ligase
mimics [15], neither candidate encodes an F box. A frame-shift
mutation creating a putative null allele within candidate
2 (Mdes015365-RA) was perfectly associated with H9 virulence in laboratory and field populations (Figure 4), making
Mdes015365-RA the best candidate H9 cognate effector.
Because more than 30 R genes elicit ETI against M. destructor
in wheat [8], we expect that wheat uses additional R genes
that guard against SSGP-71 effectors. Interestingly, wheat
cultivar R gene resistance in agricultural mono-culture tends
to last only 5 to 10 years. We speculate that M. destructor populations maintain a large reservoir of SSGP-71 effectors to
enable redundancy such that any given SSGP-71 gene contains
null alleles at high enough minor allele frequencies to avoid
R-gene-trigged immunity for a small fraction of the population.
This enables the M. destructor population to rapidly overcome
any cultivar-specific resistant gene.
In conclusion, our analysis of the M. destructor genome
showed a number of insect-related genic adaptations to life
as a plant parasite. Most prominently, we identified a large
reservoir of potential effector proteins that have expanded
due to the arms race between gall midge and host plant. We
also show that two members of the largest gene family within
this reservoir are effector proteins by performing genetic
mapping and demonstrating an in vivo physical interaction
with plant host proteins. Members of this family have remarkable structural similarities to both bacterial effectors and their
putative plant archetypes, the E3 ubiquitin ligases. Thus,
as others have anticipated [3], the M. destructor SSGP-71
gene family provides an impressive example of the kind of
molecular convergence that exists among unrelated plant
parasitic organisms.
Experimental Procedures
Details of M. destructor husbandry, genome sequencing, sequence
assembly, gene annotation, orthology analysis, LGT and gene mapping
are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Accession Numbers
The NCBI BioProject accession number for the M. destructor genome
assembly reported in this paper is PRJNA45867, and that for the RNAsequencing transcriptome data used for the gene annotation reported
in this paper is PRJNA247377. The NCBI SRA accession numbers for
M. destructor genomic sequence before and after somatic chromosome
elimination reported in this paper are SRX540852 and SRX049257.
M. hordei adult genomic sequence reported in this paper has NCBI SRA
accession number SRX049256.
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with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.12.057.
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Y.H. generated both genomic and transcriptome sequences using the Illumina platform. Genome assembly and associated informatics were performed by J.Q., D.Z., D.K., M.B., K.C.W., and S.R. Work performed at the
Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center was
managed by S.N.J., S.E.S., D.M.M., and R.A.G. Data analysis: The agripestBase automated gene annotation was performed by S.C., D.C., T.G., N.H.,
S.N., V.V., and S.J.B. R.M.W., P.I., and E.M.Z. generated OrthoDB protein orthology analysis. Manual gene annotation and analysis: D.W. and J.H.W.
searched for and characterized lateral gene transfers. M.N.A., C.L., and
H.M.R. curated and characterized chemosensory proteins. SSSGPs were
curated and characterized by H.C., B.F.P., X.L., and M.-S.C. F.H. and
C.J.P.G. curated and characterized neuropeptides, protein hormones, and
biogenic amines. R.B. and M.F. curated and characterized light-detecting
molecules. Transcription factors and repeats were curated and characterized by S.K.B. and N.G. J.T.S., A.J.J., S.S., B.J.S., C.E.W., and R.H.S.
curated and characterized antioxidants, metabolism, carboxyl esterases,
polyamines, and neuromuscular genes. Proteomic analysis was performed
by H.C., J.C.C., and K.X. Finally, M.N.A., M.O.H., R.H.S., J.H.W., E.M.Z.,
M.-S.C., S.J.B., J.J.S., and S.R. designed and led the project and played
major roles in the writing of the manuscript and its publication.
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